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The noble palazzos of Venice contains 
some stunning masterpieces that have 
been walked upon for generations: floors 
created with the prestigious, rare art 
of Venetian terrazzo tiling. This refined, 
exclusive technique, handed down with 

Complete mastery of techniques and 
materials has evolved: the result is 
Veneziantica, a totally cutting-edge system, 
from customised creation through to 
installation. To inspire unique, exclusive 
works, just like the emotions they evoke.

Rewriting history

enthusiasm through the generations, has
reached us today thanks  to  the  experts.
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Moda Nero Marquinia fondo grigio Moda Multicolor fondo bianco

Moda Bianco Carrara fondo bianco

Moda Texture
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The decoration is taken from a famous creation designed by Carlo 
Scarpa for the Olivetti store in Piazza San Marco, Venice.
The marble tiles, in similar but never identical sizes, are regularly placed 
along horizontal, parallel lines so that the vertical grout width is as 
staggered as possible.
The spacing between tiles is proportionate to their sizes, as is the grain size.

Moda Multicolor fondo nero



Palladiana



Palladiana
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Moda Emperador Dark fondo bianco Moda Breccia Pernice fondo bianco

Moda Palladiana Biano Carrara fondo biancoModa Palladiana Bianco Carrara fondo grigio

Moda Palladiana nera fondo bianco

Moda Palladiana
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A classic, yet brand new every time. The marble inserts, cut by hand 
following a casual design, have a size of around 5-6 cm.
The distance between tiles can range from nothing to just a few 
millimetres, creating the characteristic effect of solid marble.
It is possible to play with the base colour, choosing materials and 
colours that contrast with the marble tiles, or similar colours to create 
more uniform results.

Moda Arlecchino





Palladiana Minuta
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Moda Bianco Carrara fondo grigio Moda Bianco Carrara e Oro fondo bianco

Moda Palladiana minuta nera fondo nero Moda Palladiana minuta Verde

Moda Palladiana Minuta
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Painstaking workmanship using small tiles creates even more elegant 
results. Each marble insert, cut by hand following a casual design, has 
a size of around 2-3 cm.
The distance between tiles can range from nothing to just a few 
millimetres, creating the characteristic effect of solid marble.
It is possible to play with the base colour, choosing materials and 
colours that contrast with the marble tiles, or similar colours to create 
more uniform results.

Moda Arlecchino



Palladiana Libera



Palladiana Libera
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Moda Bianco Carrara Verde Alpi Moda Bianco Carrara

Moda Biancone e Seminato Moda Biancone

Moda Palladiana Libera
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Inspired by shape, the processing stages are particularly complex. The 
marble inserts, cut by hand following a casual design, all have a size of 
around 6-8 cm.
The distance between larger tiles is even and around 10 cm. The marble 
tiles are divided by a white base, altered by the addition of small and large 
grains of the same marble, used for the inserts.
This solution features an even layout of marble pieces and smaller 
aggregates.

Moda Bianco Carrara Verde Alpi



Mosaico Incerto

Mosaico Incerto



Mosaico Incerto
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Moda Breccia Pernice Moda Verde Alpi

Moda Bianco Carrara ed oro

Moda Mosaico Incerto
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The tiles are cut by hand, into squares or rectangles of sizes varying 
from 0.5 to 2 cm.
Installation usually requires the pieces to be placed as closely together 
as possible, or with slightly open widths with a contrasting colour to 
emphasise the particular layout.
An interesting result can be obtained by keeping the tiles slightly apart 
and using a brushed finish. The result will be a smooth floor but with 
marble slightly raised from the minimum grain of the grout. The warm, 
soft effect is particularly appreciated in spas, around pools and in 
bathrooms, where greater non-slip qualities are required

Moda Bianco Carrara ed oro



Opus
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Moda Opus Nero

Moda Opus Rosa Moda Opus Verde

Moda Bianco Carrara

Moda Opus
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In a texture of perfectly cut shapes, set out in an orderly design, small 
mosaic tiles, cut by hand, are placed with a less regular design between 
larger pieces. The space is completed with a Venetian marble with tone-
on-tone minute grain size or in a contrasting colour, to create an even 
lighter effect. Opus is the unique result of a fascinating combination of 
precise shaping and more informal layouts.

Moda Opus Mix



Terrazzo Libero



Terrazzo Libero
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Opus Verde

Bianco Carrara Moda Terrazzo Libero Bianco Carrara

Moda Terrazzo Libero Biancone

Moda Terrazzo Libero
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Inspired by the early 19th century flooring manufacturing that was poor 
and simplified, Venetian Terrazzo is nowadays still modern. Bigger marble 
chips are manually sowed on a surface made of smaller ones, in an 
irregular even if uniform way.  The choice of different materials, skilfully 
mixed with different background colours, offers solutions which are 
always new and never predictable.

Moda Terrazzo Libero Multicolor
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With Veneziantica, the traditional art of Venetian terrazzo tiling has been reinvented 
to create new expressive forms. A cutting-edge system that uses large-sized sheets 
combining high-end craftsmanship and quick and easy installation, with obvious 
benefits. Veneziantica is:

Customisable. 
The use of materials such as 
marble, Murano glass, and 
semiprecious stones, together 
with the variety of colours and 
decorations, mean an infinite 
number of aesthetic variations 
are possible.

Versatile. You can choose the size 
and the installation method: the 
modules can be laid prefinished or 
sanded and polished after installation, 
with exposed grout widths or with a 
“seamless surface” effect.

The art of being unique
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Intelligent. Innovation has made it possible 
to optimise transport and installation, for 
reduced times and costs, with the exact 
same finished aesthetic results.

Original. The project is created exclusively 
in Italy by master craftsmen, using the very 
latest cutting-edge techniques.

Sustainable. The use of natural, renewable and locally-
sourced raw materials, a complete lack of resins, and 
processing that aims to reduce waste and properly dispose 
of waste, together make every creation safe and eco-friendly.
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A brand new covering is possible every time, playing with materials and colours to 
create future pieces destined to have historic effects. Maximum versatility means 
it is possible to compose your own designs, ranging from parts with an even grain 
size, or genuine decorations in any format. Veneziantica is a blank sheet for your 
inspiration to draw out new works of art.

Design the future and redesign history

Talent · Material · Inspiration

Expression · Design

Unmistakable · Brand New
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Technical details

Formats and workmanship
Basic sheet:
cm 180x130x3/approximately kg 74/mq

Standard formats:
cm 58x62x3/Kg 26/each
cm 87x62x3/Kg 39/each
cm 34x122x3/Kg 30/each
cm 60x60x2/kg 17/each

Available on request for special processes and available in the following formats:
230x130x3
260x160x3

Material surface finish: 

polished, fine/matt sanded, brushed.

Edge finishes: sharp edge/straight edge,
bevelled edge.

Installation: fast-drying adhesive with high
deformability, on a ready-prepared,
clean and dry subfloor.

Grouting: cement-based grout readily found
on sale, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
For the best results, sand the flooring once laid
in order to eliminate any imperfections
from the installation process. 

Sanding and polishing: we recommend using machines and techniques suited 
to working with marble.

Ideal for floors, coverings, stairs and tables.

For specific requirements, it is possible to request the supply of precast Venetian 
terrazzo tiles with a lower thickness, prepared on an aluminium honeycomb backing. 
The thickness of the material can, in this case, be reduced to just 5 mm plus 20 
mm backing, lightened for an overall weight of approximately 20 kg/sq. m.
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Lab data

The technical characteristics of Veneziantica flooring changes significantly
according to the type of material used and the decoration.
If specific certification is required, this must be carried out on the required material.
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Technical data

Description

Legislation reference

Breaking strength and breaking load
UNI EN 13748-1:2005
§ 5.5

Abrasion resistance
UNI EN 13748-1:2005
§ 5.6

Slip resistance-Surface finish: 
honed 220
UNI EN 13748-1:2005
§ 5.7

Water absorption
UNI EN 13748-1:2005
§ 5.8

Breaking Load
7,4 kN
Breaking Strenght
8,2 MPa

Mean Value
21,8 mm

Mean USRV-dry 49
Mean USRV-wet 16

Capillarity water absorption
0,28 g/cm2
Water absorption capacity based on mass 
4,84%

Moda Terrazzo
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Breaking Load
7,8 kN
Breaking Strenght
8,5 MPa

Mean Value
20,9 mm

Mean USRV-dry 50
Mean USRV-wet 10

Capillarity water absorption
0,09 g/cm2
Water absorption capacity based on mass 
2,33 %

Breaking Load
6,0 kN
Breaking Strenght
6,5 MPa

Mean Value
22,00 mm

Mean USRV-dry 50
Mean USRV-wet 13

Capillarity water absorption
0,26 g/cm2
Water absorption capacity based on mass
5,85 %

Low thickness Venetian terrazzo 
on lightweight aluminium support

Moda Palladiana Moda Texture
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Cod M11 Cod M13 Cod M17

Cod M23 Cod M73 Cod M89

Colors
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Cod M19 Cod M61Cod M59

Cod M71 Cod M97 Cod M83
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Cod M37 Cod M101

Cod M89 Cod M31 Cod M29

Cod M67

Colors
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Cod M41 Cod M43 Cod M109

Cod M103 Cod M47 Cod M53










